
1.3.2

Membrane Potentials

In the cell, we use exactly the same principles as the two-chamber model, except that we initially use energy or work to

separate the ions from each other. This energy comes in the form of the Na-K ATPase pump. This pump moves three

Na  ions out of the cell and two K  ions into the cell (see figure below), using ATP (energy) in the process.

 

Resting Membrane PotentialImage by BYUI JH, 2013

Above is a diagram of a cell establishing a resting membrane potential. Shown are representations of a K  channel that
allows for the movement of K  out of the cell, a closed Na  channel that prevents movement of Na  into the cell, and a
Na /K  ATPase pump that moves three Na  ions out of the cell.

This pump is found in every cell in the body. The pump creates a concentration gradient for both K  and Na . It causes a
much higher concentration of K  to exist inside the cell and a much higher concentration of Na  to exist outside the cell.
This results in a very large chemical gradient for K  to leave the cell and a very large chemical gradient for Na  to come
into the cell. However, the cell membrane, under normal conditions, will not let Na  come in (closed ion gated channels),
but the membrane will allow K  to leave (open ion gated channels). In more physiological terms, the membrane
contains channel proteins for K  and channel proteins for Na . However, most channels are closed for Na  and open for
K , resulting in the membrane being 50–100 times more permeable to K  than Na  under resting conditions.
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Thus, due to the large chemical gradient for K , it will start to leave the cell by diffusion. As K  leaves the cell, it will leave
behind negative charges exactly as our model illustrated. In the cell, most of the effect of the negative charge comes
from negatively charged proteins. The result is the same as the model:  the inside of the cell membrane will start to
become negative with respect to the outside of the membrane. When the membrane reaches a state of equilibrium, we
call this state the resting membrane potential, and we can actually measure the negative charge on the inside of the
cell membrane. We express the membrane charge in millivolts.

Watch this video to see how membrane potentials can change.

Membrane Potentials and Excitable Tissues
So what? Who cares if the inside of cell membranes is negative? Note the word potential. In this state, the cell now has
potential, or the separation of charge. Not every cell has the same potential. All cells have been shown to have a charge
difference between the inside and outside of the two membranes. The size of this charge differs from cell to cell. For
example, the resting membrane potential for a neuron is around -70mv. Although all tissues exhibit resting membrane
potentials, some respond in a unique and predictable way when they are stimulated. We call these cells excitable.
Excitable cells have resting potentials that range from -50mv to -85mv, while non–excitable cells have potentials that
range from -5mv to -10mv. Excitable cells include neurons and skeletal muscle cells, while non–excitable cells include
red blood cells. It doesn't take much imagination to see how neurons and skeletal muscle cells could be much more
excitable than red blood cells.

So, how exactly does a membrane potential result in excitability? Before we can fully understand this concept, we need
to revisit the concept of proteins, in particular, those proteins that reside in the cell membrane. First, what are proteins
doing in the membrane? Remember, membranes are made up of phospholipids that have hydrophilic ends (love water)
and hydrophobic ends (hate water). Because of the nature of phospholipids, the cell membrane is virtually waterproof.
In fact, it is mostly anything-proof; that is, most things cannot cross the barrier made by phospholipids. However, we
have seen that cells have proteins embedded in their membranes that can form gated channels for substances to leave
or enter the cells, for instance, the K  channel.

Protein Channels
The K  channel is an example of a protein that is arranged in the membrane, which acts as a passage for K . Most
channel proteins are very specific and will only allow certain things to pass through. At the simplest level, protein
channels come in two basic types: those that are open most of the time (leak channels) and those that are closed most
of the time (gated channels). Gated channels can be opened by several different types of stimuli. If they open in
response to electrical changes, they are called voltage-gated ion channels. Those that open in response to mechanical
stimulation are mechanical-gated ion channels, and those that open in response to a chemical stimulant are
called chemically-gated or ligand-gated, ion channels. K  can move through the membrane through leak channels or
gated channels. Na  can also move through both types of channels, but in most cells, there are small numbers of leak
channels for Na  and large numbers of gated channels for Na . Under normal resting conditions, Na  has a very large
chemical gradient to enter the cell, but it cannot enter because the channel protein for sodium is closed. In fact, for
most ions, their specific protein channel is closed most of the time during resting conditions.

Activation of Voltage Gated Channels
So, what determines if a given channel will be closed or open in response to a given stimulus (i.e. voltage, mechanical,
or ligand)? Proteins have many possible shapes or conformations that are dictated by which their amino acids are
arranged. Consider, for example, the following hypothetical channel.
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Voltage Gated Sodium ChannelImage by JS at BYUI 2015

The image above is a depiction of a voltage-gated sodium channel. This depiction shows how charges on amino acids
can be attracted to or repelled by the "membrane potential" and contribute to the open or closed conformation of the
"gates." The light blue “lever” represents the Activation Gate and the Ball represents the Inactivation Gate

Imagine that the protein conformation is such that it acts as a channel through the cell membrane, but it has two doors:
a “lever” and a “ball”.

Now, notice that the lever is connected to a helix or “spring” that has a net positive charge. Assume that the energy in
the spring would like to position it towards the top of our outer membrane. However, under resting conditions, the
positive charges on the spring would be repelled by the positive charges collecting on the outer membrane and the
spring would be attracted by the negative charges collecting on the inner membrane. If, however, we were able to
change the charges, even slightly on the membrane, then we could affect the conformation of the protein.

If the charge was altered so that the inside suddenly became less negative (see number 2 in the figure above) and the
outside less positive, then the spring could go up and open the lever (or activation gate). This would expose the mouth
of the channel that is oriented towards the cytoplasm or inner membrane. The ball has charges on it as well that are
attracted to complementary charges in the mouth of the channel (not shown in the image). A few milliseconds after the
lever (or activation gate) opens, the ball (or inactivation gate) closes the channel (see number 3 in the image above). 

If the channel were permeable to Na , then Na  could move in through the channel for a brief moment. Believe it or not,
that brief moment of Na  passing through the membrane is the basis of excitability. Our hypothetical model is an
example of a voltage-gated channel. We call it voltage-gated because the gates (doors) of the protein respond to
voltage or charge changes on the membrane surfaces.

Movement of Ions through Protein Channels
What happens when a channel that was normally closed is opened? When a channel is opened, even though it is for a
very brief period of time (less than 0.5 msec), it allows for the specific ion to move through the membrane. What
happens to the cell during this "open" time depends on the type of ion and the direction of movement, a concept called
the driving force. Driving force can be expressed mathematically as:
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DF = V  – E

The V  value refers to the voltage of the membrane. If the membrane is at rest, then V would be about -70 mv for the

examples we so a lot in class. But, as a graded potential occurs or an action potential (next section) is

initiated, V will change and we would see driving force change for the different ions involved. E  value refers to the

equilibrium potential (Nernst value). The larger the driving force value the larger the possible current generation. Current
references the amount of ion movement through a membrane. Driving force is an important value because it accounts
for both the chemical and electrical gradients and their effect on the ion.

Sometimes ions will move with their chemical gradient but against their electrical gradients and vice versa. In addition,
sometime ions will move in the direction of both chemical and electrical gradients. In order to use the driving force
equation to determine direction, you only need to know the valence charge of the ion in question. For example, let’s
assume a V  of -80 and an equilibrium potential (E ) for the Ca2+  ion as 127mV. Using the driving force equation would
yield a value of -207mV (ie., -80V - 127E ). The driving force value should always be placed in the interior of the cell.
Thus, for the Ca2+  ion (a cation) there is a -207 mV driving force intracellularly, which would act to drive the Ca2+  ion
into the cell. See if you can determine the driving forces for the following ions for a cell with a V  of -80mV. E  =
67mV, E  = -95mV, E  = -89mV. The answers are given in the table.

Driving Force Ion Charge Direction of movement

Na+ = -147mV Positive Towards the Inside

K+ = +15mV Positive Towards the Outside

Cl- = +9mV Negative Towards the inside

Once we determine the driving force, we can then predict the movement of the ion and the overall voltage effect. Note,
however, that driving force can be determined for any ion, but the voltage effect of movement will only occur if the ion is
permeable to the membrane.

Taking a closer look at the driving force for the K ion, since K  is a positively charged ion, and the driving force is a
positive value, making the membrane permeable to K+ will drive K+ out. Moving more K  out will result in a loss of
positive charges; hence, the cell will become negative. Each ion, if permeable, will move the V  in the direction of the
Nernst for that given ion. In the case of the K ion, if the cell were 100% permeable to K+ and only K+ the V  of this cell
would be -95mV. Recognizing that the cell is resting at -80mV suggests that the cell must be permeable to other ions
and/or not 100% permeable to K+. This concept explains why a cell can become more negative by simply opening more
K+ channels. In other words, since the equilibrium of K  at the resting membrane potential was based on the membrane
permeability (ie., number of open channels), opening more channels will cause K  to move until a new equilibrium is
established, with respect to the electrochemical gradient. Thus, the inside of the cell will become more negative
because of the increased electrochemical gradient, reaching a new electrochemical equilibrium or until the cell reaches
the Nernst for K+. Because other ions are always somewhat permeable, reaching the Nernst for K+ in the physiological
system under normal conditions is probably impossible.

The Cl- ion is notoriously tricky because depending on the driving force it can induce a negative move in the V  or a
positive shift. Indeed, the nervous system uses Cl- both ways!

Recall that to determine the equilibrium potential for an ion we use the Nernst equation. In the cell example, the
concentrations of K+ would yield a Nernst potential (equilibrium potential) of -95mV. Since the cell is primarily
permeable to K+ a logical deduction would be that the cell must be resting at -95mV. However, the cell example is
actually resting at -70mV. Why such a difference? This is because the Nernst potential assumes that only one ion is
permeable and that it is completely permeable. This is one of the reasons as to why the Nernst potential CANNOT be
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used to predict the resting membrane potential of biological cells because the assumptions are rarely met. In reality, the
cell membrane is “mostly” permeable to K+ but also “somewhat” permeable to other major ions like Na+ and Cl-. There
is another equation that tries to reduce some of the assumptions by including more variables (ie., ion permeability) in
the equation. It is called the Goldman-Hodgkin-Kats equation or GHK equation.

Ex = (-58.1mV)Log (P [K ] /P [K ] + P [Na ] /P [Na ] + P [Cl ] /P [Cl ] )

The GHK equation is a better predictor of the actual membrane potential because it includes the ion permeability,
represented by P in the equation.

This content is provided to you freely by BYU-I Books.

Access it online or download it at
https://books.byui.edu/bio_461_principles_o/132___membrane_poten.
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